
INSIDE ARCHITECTURE



“Looking Further” is the reflection of our 

philosophy: a promise that we repeat every 

day, a commitment to see what others do 

not see, the meticulous attention to detail, a 

willingness to take nothing for granted. The 

synthesis of our work, what makes us different.

We strongly believe in the superior quality 

of our products and our objective is to 

develop and produce counterframes that are 

innovative, sturdy, easy to install and inspected. 

Our ambition is to revolutionise the 

concept of counterframe for sliding pocket 

door systems, eclipsing any type of door. 

We want to be the answer to every functional 

and space needs, constantly innovating our 

systems through practical and design solutions.
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PROJECT
Renovation of an 80s building with three apartments.

Ph. Enrico Dal Zotto

LOCATION
Trento (Italy)

YEAR
2017

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Shodō Sliding Door
ECLISSE Shodō Battente
ECLISSE Shodō Baseboard

HOUSE IN TRENTO01







This apartment is located on the third and last floor with 

a balcony overlooking the Lessini mountains, about 30 

km from Lake Garda. It consists of three bedrooms, two 

bathrooms, laundry, living and open plan kitchen.

To emphasise the continuous line generated by Shodō 

technology, the doors are white lacquered, while the 

jambs and the skirting are in warm gray shade.
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PROJECT
New prefabricated single family residential home, made of wood and steel. 

ARCHITECT
Filippo Caprioglio
Ph. Enrico Dal Zotto

LOCATION
Pordenone (Italy)

YEAR
2016

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line Battente

HOUSE ML + L + R02





“The choice of ECLISSE, for this and other projects in our studio, was dictated 

by the fact that we needed a product that would allow the door element to be 

part of a broader argument by blending in with the architectural expectations 

of this specific project, where the system had to integrate into a contemporary 

type boiserie. “

Filippo Caprioglio, architect
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PROJECT
Renovation of an elegant and traditional 4* hotel that has the characteristics of 
local buildings of wood and stone. 

ARCHITECT
GA and SA associated
Ph. Enrico Dal Zotto

LOCATION
Zermatt (Switzerland)

YEAR
2015

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line Battente

MATTHIOL BOUTIQUE HOTEL03







Spaces dedicated to personal care, baths and home 

Spa have been remodeled using separation doors of 

modern and elegant design.

For this purpose, ECLISSE Syntesis® Collection pocket 

and hinged doors have been selected. Both types 

of openings, without any external finishing, are 

characterised by minimal and sophisticated lines.
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PROJECT
The most important exhibition dedicated to housing that is held every year in a 
different city of Finland.

LOCATION
Vantaa (Finland)

YEAR
2015

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Single
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Double

HOUSING FAIR04





ECLISSE sliding pocket door systems, used as separation walls, allow to change the 

look of the house quickly and easily: perfectly hiding inside the wall, transforming two 

rooms into a single large unit and an homogeneous space. 

When closed, they effectively divide the space into two separate rooms.
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PROJECT
Rehabilitation of the old lighthouse, respecting the singular elements of the 
pre-existent building.

ARCHITECT
PF1 Interiorismo, interior designers

LOCATION
Galicia (Spain)

YEAR
2017

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Baseboard

FARO ISLA PANCHA05







The Faro Isla Pancha tourist accomodation was born with the purpose of 

giving visitors, locals and foreigners, the opportunity to enjoy a natural 

landscape of unique scenic value, from which, in the peaceful spring-

summer evenings, the backwater of the waters invites you to rest, to relax. 

And in the harsh months of autumn-winter people can enjoy the beat of 

the waves breaking against the rocks while enjoying the sighting of birds, 

with the Ría de Ribadeo being the preferred place of passage and stop for 

large numbers of birds that, coming from the north of Europe and, before 

continuing the trip towards the South, make a stop to rest and replenish 

strength, while others choose the Ría as a place to spend the winter.
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PROJECT
The Foundation was born with the desire to create a residence to assist and 
improve the quality of life of people who have very limited psychomotor skills.

ARCHITECT
Christian Klein
Ph. Albert Mollon

LOCATION
Alicante (Spain)

YEAR
2014

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Single + ECLISSE Hoist
ECLISSE Double

FUNDACIÓN LUKAS KOCH06





ECLISSE sliding pocket door systems solve the delicate problem 

of the opening and closing of hinged doors, facilitating the 

mobility of the elderly and people with disabilities. Disappearing 

inside the wall, the panels do not hinder the adjacent 

maneuvering spaces and do not interfere with the passage of 

a wheelchair, which can move freely without encountering any 

impediment.



ECLISSE Hoist, the system of elevation with the motor 

installed in the ceiling, allows to move the patients from the 

bathroom to the pool. In this way, the staff can move and 

lower them to the water easily.
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PROJECT
New construction of a private home.

ARCHITECT
Chiara Carniel
Ph. Enrico Dal Zotto

LOCATION
Treviso (Italy)

YEAR
2016

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line Battente
ECLISSE Syntesis® Baseboard

HOUSE IN TREVISO07





The height of the skirting 

profile has become the unit 

of measure that is repeated 

in the staircase, the shelves 

of the library and the ceiling 

plasterboard gorges.
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PROJECT
Restoration of an brick/concrete building, keeping part of the old wooden 
structure.

ARCHITECT
Dipl. Ing. Arch. Tanja Meyle
Ph. Markus Mahle

LOCATION
Berlin (Germany)

YEAR
2014

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line Battente

LOFT IN KREUZBERG08





Service spaces are placed under the roof as colored boxes. The "Blue 

Boxes" contain a bathroom and a laundry room with a toilet, a dressing 

room and a guest bedroom. 

All doors, sliding and hinged, have no frames and are colored in the 

same shade of the respective box.
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PROJECT
New private home with a minimal style, characterised by large windows onto the landscape.

ARCHITECT
Monia Minetto, Chiara Carniel
Ph. Enrico Dal Zotto

LOCATION
Treviso (Italy)

YEAR
2017

PRODUCTS
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line
ECLISSE Syntesis® Line Battente
ECLISSE Syntesis® Baseboard

HOUSE A+T09







The initial brief of the project was an essential home, clean in 

shapes and consistent in aesthetics.

The simplicity of the shapes comes back in the choice of the 

window frames, but also in the detail of the interior finishes.

For this reason the interior designer opted for sliding pocket 

door systems and hinged door without frames, with a flush 

wall skirting to complete the concept.
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ECLISSE SYNTESIS® LINE

ECLISSE SYNTESIS® LINE BATTENTE

ECLISSE SYNTESIS® BASEBOARD

ECLISSE SINGLE

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Product variant:

ECLISSE Syntesis® Collection

ECLISSE Syntesis® Collection

ECLISSE Syntesis® Collection

ECLISSE Classic Collection

Sliding pocket door system without 
jambs and architraves

Solution that allows installing a 
hinged door flush with the wall

“Flush wall” version of the traditional 
skirting that runs along the wall 
without protruding

Single sliding pocket door system 
with jambs and architraves

Soft Closing/Glass Door

Self Closing/Glass Door

--

Soft Closing/Glass Door

ECLISSE Hoist

Stud wall/Solid wall
Single/Double door

Stud wall/Solid wall (same frame) 
Single/Double door

Stud wall/Solid wall

Stud wall/Solid wall

PRODUCT'S MATRIX
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Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

Collection:

Style:

Version:

Customisation:

PRODUCT'S MATRIX

ECLISSE SHODŌ SLIDING DOOR

ECLISSE SHODŌ BATTENTE

ECLISSE SHODŌ BASEBOARD

ECLISSE DOUBLE

ECLISSE Shodō Collection

ECLISSE Shodō Collection

ECLISSE Shodō Collection

ECLISSE Classic Collection

Sliding pocket door systems with 
flush door jambs

Frame for hinged door that is 
coplanar with the flush door jambs

“Flush wall” version of the traditional 
skirting that runs along the wall 
without protruding

Double sliding pocket door system 
with jambs and architraves

Soft Closing

Self Closing

--

Soft Closing/Glass Door

Stud wall/Solid wall (same frame) 

Stud wall/Solid wall

Stud wall/Solid wall

Stud wall/Solid wall
Single/Double door



ECLISSE | ITALIA

ECLISSE | Brasil

ECLISSE | Česká Republika

ECLISSE | Deutschland

ECLISSE | España

ECLISSE | France 

ECLISSE | Österreich

ECLISSE | Polska

ECLISSE | România

ECLISSE | Slovenská Republika

ECLISSE | WORLD



© ECLISSE, all rights reserved.-The use, filing and total or partial reproduction, using any mechanical 

or electronic means, of texts, drawings and pictures contained in this publication is strictly prohibited, 

unless specifically approved in writing by ECLISSE.

All pictures and drawings are for illustrative purposes only. 

ECLISSE s.r.l. reserves the right to make changes in order to improve the product specifications 

without notice. We may change the content of this catalogue, so if you have any queries related to 

the products you can contact our call center. ECLISSE refuses any responsibility for misprints, clerical 

errors or for any other reason.
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